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Abstract: The disparity between memory and CPU have been ameliorated by the introduction of
Network-on-Chip-based Chip-Multiprocessors (NoC-based CMPS). However, power consumption
continues to be an aggressive stumbling block halting the progress of technology. Miniaturized
transistors invoke many-core integration at the cost of high power consumption caused by the
components in NoC-based CMPs; particularly caches and routers. If NoC-based CMPs are to be
standardised as the future of technology design, it is imperative that the power demands of its
components are optimized. Much research effort has been put into finding techniques that can
improve the power efficiency for both cache and router architectures. This work presents a survey of
power-saving techniques for efficient NoC designs with a focus on the cache and router components,
such as the buffer and crossbar. Nonetheless, the aim of this work is to compile a quick reference
guide of power-saving techniques for engineers and researchers.
Keywords: NoC; Cache; power efficiency; low power; CMPs

1. Introduction
Recent advances in multi-core and multi-threading technologies have seen a great growth in
CPU processing power caused by the progression of smaller transistors in fabrication technologies [1].
This reduction in transistor size permits the integration of billions of transistors on a single chip to
enhance the performance of System-on-Chip (SoC)-based applications. As this increase in core count
continues to grow rapidly, communication between them becomes an essential requirement for future
SoC design. The on-chip interconnect, which was primarily used to establish this communication,
was the traditional bus-based system. However, bus-based architectures’ inability to cope and
sustain this advancement in technology creates a performance bottleneck in the system. Therefore,
the Network-on-Chip (NoC) paradigm has emerged as the integral backbone of emerging computer
systems [2], thus shifting the focus of the development of technology to the enhancement of network
performance. Unfortunately, this focus of improving network performance became such a predominant
research area that very little emphasis was placed on the improvement of storage systems; which in
effect caused a degradation in performance because of the storage systems incapability of handling
this new growth in technology [3].
Nevertheless, over the last decade, the research community has made attempts to alleviate and
bridge down the disparity between memory and performance by introducing Network-on-Chip-based
Chip-Multiprocessors (NoC-based CMPs). Figure 1 depicts an image of a typical 2D NoC-based
shared-memory chip multiprocessor comprised of 36 nodes. Each node consists of a core, private
Level 1 instruction and data caches, a second level cache, which could either be shared or made private,
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a router and logic block. Connection is established between each node through the routers using
links. Nonetheless, power consumption in NoC-based CMPs is proving to be a problem for SoC
designers; particularly in the cache and the router. Furthermore, preliminary reports indicate that
as this advent in technology and transistor size reduction continues, leakage power will be become
a major contributor of NoC’s power consumption [4,5]. Routers consume a staggering amount of
NoC power. Power-hungry components such as the input buffers and crossbars limit designers
from maximising the capabilities of these systems. Continuous switching of activities results in high
dynamic and leakage power consumption, thus causing a surge in the amount of power consumed on
the chip.
Elsewhere, the recent advancements in video streaming, image processing and high speed wireless
communication have immensely affected the design methodology for cache [6]. These advancements
place demands for high performance and low power consumption in embedded systems. Objectives
have shifted from achieving high peak performance to achieving power efficiency. Therefore, embedded
systems present a challenge for designers because of their power and performance budgets.

Figure 1. 2D Network-on-Chip-based Chip-Multiprocessor (NoC-based CMP).

NoC-based CMPs usually employ the two-level on-chip cache hierarchy: the private L1 cache
and public L2 cache. The L2 cache is shared among resources because of its large capacity size and
high association to provide fast access for resources [7,8]. However, due to the high utilization of these
caches, they exhibit high switching power caused by the large amount of power consumed in the
tag-comparison operation. In addition to this, more power is consumed because L2 caches require high
associativity to reduce conflict misses, causing a large amount of power to be spent on tag-operations.
Moreover, cache coherence for CMPs increases the power consumption in tag operations. Cache
memory consumes a significant amount of the processor power, approximately 42% in swarm processor
and 23% in Power PC [9].
Subsequently, it is not practically feasible to increase the cache size indefinitely. The increase in
cache size can have a negative effect on the cache speed, hit rate, cache line size and the associativity for
the applications. Hence, static and/or dynamic power consumption must be reduced without material
performance degradation. Therefore, efficient techniques are required to balance network and power
performance in both the caches and routers to minimise the surge in power. Particularly, to achieve
this, we have investigated power-saving techniques for the cache and router in CMPs. The rest of the
paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review of the cache architecture, cache
components and its distinctive designs to gain more understanding about the cache. Section 3 presents
leakage power saving techniques for the cache, while Section 4 focuses of the dynamic power-saving
techniques, as well as power-saving techniques that attempt to save both dynamic and leakage power
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in caches. Section 5 discusses efficient techniques for the buffers and crossbars regarding the NoC
Layer, and finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Cache: Power Concept, Architecture, Power Saving Chips (Engineering Approach to
Power Saving)
This section of the paper presents the design methodology of the cache architecture with a view
toward understanding how the cache is designed, the components of the cache and the several types
of its organisation. The last section of the background focuses on how power is dissipated in the cache
architecture, the different types of power consumption and in which parts in the cache they materialise.
The cache memory is a small, high speed memory, which is designed for Static RAM (SRAM)
and consists of the most recently accessed data of the main memory. Due to their size, caches cannot
store all of the code and data of an executing program. The cache memory is situated between the
processor and the main memory Dynamic RAM (DRAM). Caches are known to perform 75% faster
than their DRAM counterparts [10]. This is because it takes a shorter amount of time (15 ns) to retrieve
information stored in the cache memory than the DRAM (60 ns). Moreover, the process of fetching
an instruction from storage consumes time and power; therefore, to avoid the performance bottleneck
at the input, the cache needs to be fast.
The memory design strictly centres on the principle of locality reference, meaning that at any
given time, the processor accesses a small or localised region of memory. The cache loads this localised
region. Internal 16 K byte cache of a Pentium processor contains over 90% of the addresses requested
by the processor, making a hit rate of 90% [11]. It is not feasible to replace the main memory with
SRAM to upgrade the performance because it is very expensive, less dense and consumes more power
than DRAM. Therefore, increasing the amount of SRAM will have a negative effect on the performance
since the processor will have more area to search, thus resulting in more time and dynamic power
being spent on fetching. In addition, the cache needs to be of a size that the processor can quickly
determine a hit or a miss to avoid performance degradation.
A cache architecture has two policies: read and write. The read architecture can either be a look
aside or a look through; whereas the write policy architecture can be a write back or write through.
A cache subsystem can be divided into three functional blocks: SRAM, Tag RAM (TRAM) and the
cache controller. The SRAM is the memory block and contains the data. Relatively, the size of the
SRAM memory block determines the size of the cache. The Tag RAM on the other hand is a small
section of the SRAM, which stores the addresses of the data that are stored in the SRAM. The Cache
Controller (CC) is identified as the main brain of the cache. It is responsible for the following actions:
performance snoops and snarfs, implementing the write policy and updating the SRAM and TRAM.
In addition to this, it is also responsible for determining if memory requests are cacheable and to also
identify if a request has been a miss or hit.
Subsequently, caches consist of different organisations. These are Fully-Associative (FA), Direct
Map (DM) and Set-Associative (SA). A cache is FA if a memory block can be mapped to any of its
entries. FA permits any line in the main memory to be stored at any location in the cache. For this
purpose, it is deemed to provide the best performance. In addition to this, it does not use the cache
page, only the lines. The main disadvantage associated with FA is its high complexity during fetching.
During this process, the current address is compared with all of the addresses in the TRAM. This
process requires a very large number of comparators, thus increasing the complexity and cost of
implementing large caches.
The DM, on the other hand, divides the main memory into cache pages. The size of each page is
equal to the size of the cache. DM cache may only store a specific line of memory within the same line
of cache. Although DM is the least complex and less expensive compared to the other organisations,
it is far less flexible, making the performance much slower especially when moving between pages.
Lastly, the SA cache scheme is a combination of FA and DM. Under SA, the SRAM is divided into
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equal sections called cache ways. The cache page is equal to the size of the cache way, which is treated
like a small direct mapped cache.
2.1. Cache Power Consumption
The power consumption of the Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) in CMPs
is either dynamic power or leakage power (Figure 2). Dynamic power dissipation occurs in CMOS
whenever transistors switch to change in a particular mode. This happens when the processor is either
fetching for an instruction, reading or writing. Leakage power on the other hand occurs as a result
of device inactivity or stand-by mode. The power consumption in the cache can be modelled by the
dynamic and leakage:
Pdynamic = a × ×Ce f f × VDD
(1)
Pleakage = VDD × Ileak × N × k design

(2)

where a is the activity factor, VDD is the supply voltage, Ce f f is the effective capacitance, F refers to the
operating frequency, N is the number of transistors, k design is the design dependent parameter and Ileak
is the leakage current.
The architectural cache techniques designed to save power consumption seek to manipulate the
two equations above [12]. The techniques with the objective of saving dynamic power do so by adjusting
the voltage and frequency operation or by reducing the activity factor; whereas, the techniques aiming
to reduce the leakage power consumption seek to re-design the circuit to use low power cells and also
reduce the total number of transistors or by putting the unused parts of the cache into low or sleep
leakage mode [13].

Figure 2. Power consumption.

2.2. Cache Architecture
Figure 3 depicts the design methodology for a three-level cache architecture: L1, L2 and L3.
The First-Level Cache (FLC) is the L1 cache. The L2 and L3 are called Lower Levels of Caches (LLCs).
These caches contain unique properties. Over the years, several techniques have been proposed to
effectively optimize these properties to reduce power consumption. The data and instruction caches are
separated at the L1 cache, whereas L2 and L3 cache data and instructions are unified. By design, FLCs
minimise access latency while LLCs minimise cache miss-rate and the number of off-chip accesses.
FLCs are smaller by design and have smaller associativity and employ parallel lookup and tag arrays.
LLCs, on the other hand, are much larger, have higher associativity and employ serial or phased
lookup of data and tag arrays. As a result of their relatively smaller sizes and number of accesses,
FLCs spend a larger fraction of their power in the form of dynamic power; while the LLCs spend a
larger fraction of their power in the form of leakage power. Figures 4 and 5 summarize the nature of
FLCs and LLCs.
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Figure 3. Cache architecture.

Figure 4. First Level Cache (FLC).

Figure 5. Low Level Cache (LLC).

Mittal et al. [12] conducted a similar survey of architectural techniques on saving power in cache
in 2012. However, this work differs from their work because in this fast-growing and evolving area,
many techniques have been proposed since 2012. Hence, this work complements his work by focussing
on the developments that have taken place between 2013 and 2017. In addition, we present low power
design techniques in routers at the buffer and crossbar level.
2.3. Power-Saving Chips
This section presents a survey of the most recent commercial chips designed to save power in the
cache architectures. Warnock et al. [14] present the circuit and physical design of the zEnterprise EC12
Microprocessor chip and multi-chip module. This is a Processor Chip (CP), Level-4 cache chip and
the multi-chip module at the heart of the EC12 system. The chips were implemented in IBM’s high
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performance 32-nm high-k/metal-gate Silicon on insulator (SOI) technology. The chip is designed to
contain six super-scalars, out-of-order processor cores, running at 5.5 GHz, while the aforementioned
chip contains 192 MB of embedded DRAM (eDRAM) cache. Six CP chips and two Level-4 cache
chips are mounted on a high-performance glass-ceramic substrate providing high-bandwidth and
low latency interconnections. The experimental result in [14] show that the EC12 Microprocessor
chip provides an unprecedented level of system performance improvement. The introduction of the
eDRAM in the cache introduces density, resulting in low leakage consumption.
Shum et al. [15] presented an IBM zNext chip, which is a third generation high frequency
microprocessor chip. The chip has six cores instead of four, dedicated-core processors and a 48-MB
eDRAM on-chip shared L3. The IBM zNext chip maximizes the out-of-order window because of
its improved dispatch grouping efficiencies, which are the reduced cracked instruction overhead,
increased branches per group and added instruction queue for re-clumping. zNext also has the
capability of accelerating specific functions because of its short-circuit executions, dedicated fixed-point
divide engine resulting in 25 to 65% faster operations and millicode operations. Haupt et al. [16]
presented a heat transfer modelling of a dual-side cooled microprocessor chip stack with embedded
micro-channels. This cooling approach is also called dual-side liquid cooling where the heat removal
from the chip stack is enhanced by placing a liquid cooled interposer and thus dissipates heat from the
stacked dies. This design achieves hydraulic diameters as large a 200 µm.
Warnock et al. [17] describes a technique called the 5.5-GHz System zMicroprocessor and multi-chip
module. This chip features a high-frequency processor core for running at 5.5 GHz in a 32-nm high-k
CMOS technology using 15 levels of metal. This chip is an upgrade of the 45-nm chip with significant
improvements made to the core and nest in order to increase the performance and throughput of the
design. The 32-nm chip is capable of achieving a higher operating frequency while running at lower
operating voltages than the 45-nm one. Fischer et al. [9] discussed a performance enhancement for
14-nm high volume manufacturing microprocessor and system on-chip processes. This is a performance
enhancement to Intel’s 14-nm high-performance logic technology interconnects. The enhancements are the
improved RC performance and intrinsic capacitance for back end metal layers over a range of process
versions and metal stacks offered for optimal cost and density targeted for various applications. These
enhancements were implemented without any reduction in reliability performance. Choe at al. [18]
presented a sub-µw on-chip oscillator for fully-integrated SoC designs. This oscillator introduces a
resistive frequency locked loop topology for accurate clock generation; a switched-capacitor from
the topology. The oscillator is then matched to a temperature-compensated on-chip resistor using
an ultra-low power amplifier. A test chip is fabricated in 0.18-µm CMOS that exhibits a temperature
sufficient of 34.3 ppm/degrees Celsius with long-term stability of less than 7 ppm.
Yen et al. [19] presented a low store energy and robust Resistive random-access memory
(ReRAM)-based flip-flop for normally-off microprocessors. The technique of normally-off computing
benefits microsystems with a long sleep time. The normally-off computing system can turn off power
to achieve zero power consumption and can activate microsystems instantly. This work is a novel
ReRAM-based Non-Volatile Flip-Flop (NVFF), fabricated using 90-nm CMOS technology and the
ReRAM process of the Industrial Research Institute. This ReRAM-based NVFF is able to reduce store
energy by 36.4%, restore time by 64.2% and circuit area by 42.8% compared with the state of the art
complimentary design. The ReRAM-based NVFF is also superior in reducing restoration error by
9.44% under hardship condition compared to NVFF with a single NV device.
Andersen et al. [20] introduced a 10 W on-chip Switched Capacitor Voltage Regulator (SCUR)
with feed-forward regulation capability for granular microprocessor power delivery. SCUR is designed
and implemented in a 32-nm SOI CMOS technology. The semi-conductor technology features the high
capacitance density and low loss deep trench capacitor resulting in high efficiency and high power
density on-chip designs. The implemented on-chip switched capacitor voltage regulator provides a
0.7 V to 1.1 V output voltage from 1.8 V input. It achieves 85.1% maximum efficiency at 3.2 W/nmm
power density. The overall power consumption of the microprocessor can be reduced by 7%.
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3. On the Leakage Power Saving Approaches in Cache Design
3.1. Concepts
Leakage power mostly materialises in the LLCs. Consequently, most existing work in the literature
focus on disabling the idle parts of the cache or introducing DRAM, which is denser and does not
suffer extensively from leakage power consumption. These techniques estimate the required size of
the cache needed by a program before it runs and then turns off any unneeded cache space. Leakage
power saving techniques are either state-destroying or state-preserving techniques. State-preserving
techniques turn off the unneeded cache area and still preserve its state. When the cache space is
re-activated, fetching the lower levels of memory is not needed. State-destroying techniques on the
other hand do not preserve the state of the switched off cache space. If the destroyed cache space
is required later, it has to be fetched in the lower levels of memory. The state-destroying techniques
generally save more power than the state-preserving techniques for as long as the destroyed cache
space is not needed. When the destroyed cache space is later needed, more power is spent in searching
the lower level caches. Subsequently, various techniques that have been proposed to save leakage
power share some of sort of similarities and are discussed below. Various researchers employ the
Drowsy Cache Technique (DCT) to save the leakage power [21] as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Drowsy cache.

The DCT migrates a portion of unneeded cache into a low-leakage mode, thus saving power
at the granularity level. Some researchers use the immediate sleep technique to turn off the unused
cache [19,20,22]. Reconfigurable cache techniques are used to estimate the program miss-rate in an
online manner [12,23–26].
Some techniques use power gating to migrate blocks deemed useful to a live partition before
shutting down the unused cache [20,27] as shown in Figure 7. Some techniques focus on hybridisation
of Phase-Change Random Access Memory (PCRAM) and DRAM to introduce a bit of density to the
PCRAM and cause less leakage consumption [28].

Figure 7. Power gating.
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3.2. Techniques
Many cache power saving techniques exist in the literature. These techniques can be divided into
two groups: offline and online profiling. Offline profiling techniques execute workloads offline for
application characteristics such as cache miss ratios in different cache configuration [29]. Consequently,
offline techniques reduce the large overhead that occurs in online profiling systems. Online profiling
on the other hand determines the best thread-to-core assignment during execution [29]. This section of
the paper contains a classification of leakage power saving techniques for offline and online systems.
3.2.1. Offline Profiling
Cheng et al. [28] proposed an adaptive page allocation of DRAM/PCRAM hybrid memory
architecture. This is a hybrid of DRAM and PCRAM, taking advantage of both components, reducing
leakage energy. The technique uses DRAM as the last level of cache and PCRAM as the main memory.
When the data stored in the DRAM block are not accessed for a period of time, it is ignored, and the
refresh operation of the DRAM block is stopped. When the data accesses are found necessary after
it has been ignored, the data are reloaded from the PCRAM. The technique uses a small DRAM as
the cache of PCRAM memory to reduce leakage power consumption together with an adaptive page
allocation scheme that is used to make better utilisation of the DRAM capacity. This results in the
conflict misses of DRAM being minimised under the multi-core architecture. The architecture reduces
the number of write backs to PCRAM, and data migration between PCRAM and DRAM is materially
reduced. The results of the simulation show that both the power consumption and access latency of
PCRAM is reduced by 25%.
Mittal et al. [25] proposed a technique called Cache Energy Saving Technique for Quality-of-Service
systems (CASHIER). This technique uses a reconfigurable cache emulator that estimates the program
miss-rate for various cache reconfigurations in an online manner. CPI stakes are used to estimate
program execution time under different lower level cache configurations. The Energy Saving Algorithm
(ESA) then uses the estimates to determine the memory sub-system energy under different cache
configurations. From the results of ESA, a suitable cache is chosen that will strike the best balance
between energy saving and performance loss, thereby avoiding a deadline. CASHIER saves on average
23.6% energy in memory sub-systems for a 2-MB L2 cache with a 5% performance slack allowed.
Bardine et al. [30] evaluated leakage reduction alternatives for a deep submicron dynamic
non-uniform cache architecture. The results of the simulation show that cache decay has leakage
savings and performance degradation comparable with way adaptable on Dynamic Non-Uniform
Cache Architecture (D-NUCA). The drowsy cache is potentially able to get higher power reduction
with some reduced performance losses.
Zhu et al. [31] used a triple-threshold-voltage nine-transistor SRAM cell technique for data
stability and energy efficiency at ultra-low power supply voltages. The technique scales the power
supply voltage VDD to enhance the integrated circuits efficiency. However, this efficiency causes
a substantial degradation of reliability due to less noise margins of the CMOS circuits.
Cheng et al. [32] discusses a technique called ‘LAP’, which exploits energy-efficient asymmetric
last level caches. The technique is designed to improve the efficiency of non-volatile memory-based
LLCs, especially the redesign of inclusion properties and associated replacement policies to explicitly
include write reductions. The technique also incorporates advantages from both non-inclusive and
exclusive designs to selectively cache only part of upper-level data in the LLC. The simulation results
show that the architecture out-performs other variants of selective inclusion and consumes 20% and
12% less energy than non-inclusive and exclusive Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetic Random-Access
Memory (STT-RAM or STT-MRAM)-based LLCs.
Hameed et al. [33] proposed two-row buffer bypass policies and an alternative row buffer
organisation to reduce the number of row buffers in STT-RAM-based last-level cache architectures.
The experiments show that energy consumption is reduced by 19.5% compared to SRAM alone.
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Hammed et al. [33] proposed a technique for architecting STT LLCs for performance and energy
improvement. The technique uses a large chip of DRAM memory as LLC. The experiments show
that on-chip DRAM LLC provides significantly improved performance benefits compared to an
SRAM-based LLC with a high cache capacity. The technique employs STT-RAM as a larger LLC
because of its low leakage, non-existent refreshing energy and its scalability benefits.
Khartan et al. [21] proposed a hardware-based approach for saving cache power in multi-core
simulation of power systems. In this technique, the time domain simulation of power system is
conducted and traces of analysis instructions recorded. The recorded traces are used in multi-core
configurations. The Drowsy Cache Technique (DCT) is used as a cache leakage power-saving technique.
DCT transitions a portion of cache into a low-leakage mode, thus saving the power cache granularity
level. The results of simulations show an effective savings, keeping performance losses at a minimum.
For a 2-MB two-core system, DCT saves 54% cache power, and for a 4-MB four-core system, up to
50.2% cache power is saved.
Rossi et al. [34] introduced Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) and leakage-aware Dynamic Voltage
Scaling (DVS) for reliable low cache memories. The technique shows that the BTI-induced degradation
greatly benefits leakage power saving of drowsy cache memories. The simulation results show that
the leakage power can be reduced by more than 35% during the first month of use, more than 48%
during the first year and up to 61% in ten years of memory operation. This shows that older memories
give an opportunity of saving more leakage energy.
Bengueddach et al. [23] proposed a technique for energy consumption reconfiguration in two-level
caches. The technique uses the dynamic reconfiguration approach in the multiprocessors. This memory
hierarchy contribute largely to the energy consumption of the overall hardware/software architecture.
Mittal et al. [24] proposed a Flexi way, which is a cache energy-saving technique using a
fine-grained cache reconfiguration-based approach for saving leakage energy. Flexi works on the
observations that access to the cache sets are not distributed uniformly, making some sets seeing more
accesses than others. The other observation is that of the difference in the associativity of sets. A cache
is subdivided into small modules called subways. The selective-ways technique is used to turn off
exactly the same number of ways for all of the modules, providing the fine-grained reconfiguration
with caches of similar associativity, thereby avoiding the need to use caches of large associativity for
fine-grained reconfiguration. The simulation results show that Flexi can achieve energy savings of
26.2% in dual core systems.
3.2.2. Online Profiling
Mittal et al. [12] present a multi-core power-saving technique using dynamic cache reconfiguration
called A Multicore Cache Energy-Saving Technique Using Dynamic Cache Reconfiguration (MASTER) .
MASTER uses a cache colouring scheme, allocating cache at the granularity of a single cache colour.
This technique works by periodically allocating the required amount of LLC space to each running
application and turns off unused cache space to save power. A reconfigurable cache emulator is used for
profiling the behaviour of running programs under different LLC sizes. The energy-saving algorithm
is used to predict the memory subsystem energy of running programs for a small number of colour
values. MASTER uses these estimates to select a configuration with minimum estimated power and
turns off the unused LLC to save leakage power. The VDD gate is also used by MASTER to implement
the hardware of the cache block. The simulation results show that the average savings in memory
subsystem energy over shared baseline LLC are 15% and 11%.
Kadjo et al. [27] proposed a novel power gating technique for LLCs in a chip multiprocessor.
This technique greatly reduces the leakage power of LLC while reducing the impact on performance
levels. High temporal locality blocks are migrated to facilitate power gating. The blocks expected to
be used in the future are migrated from the block being shut down to a live partition at a negligible
performance impact and hardware overhead. Simulations show that power savings of 66% can be
reached at only 2.16% performance degradation.
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Yue et al. [22] proposed a micro-architectural technique for run-time power gating in caches of the
GPU for leakage power savings when they are idle during workload execution. The mode-transition
latency is used to switch in and out of the low-leakage or sleep mode whenever needed. These latencies
are micro-architecturally hidden to avoid performance degradation during workload execution.
The low-leakage mode is state-retentive, meaning that it does not lose contents, and there is no
need for flushing the caches after they wake up. Therefore, the L1 cache, which is private to the core,
can be put into low-leakage sleep mode when there are no scheduled threads, and if there are no
memory requests, the L2 cache can be put into sleep mode. This technique on average can save up to
54% of leakage energy.
Jing et al. [35] discuss the energy-efficient eDRAM-based on-chip storage architecture for General
Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPUPUs). The use of the eDRAM is proposed as an alternative
for building an area and energy-efficient on-chip storage, including the RF, shared memory and L1
caches. eDRAM is chosen because it enables higher density and lower leakage power, but suffers from
limited data retention time. To avoid periodic refreshing of the eDRAM, which makes performance
suffer, lightweight compiler techniques are applied and runtime monitoring for selective refreshing
that intelligently eliminates the unnecessary refreshes.
Charkrabotty et al. [36] used a technique called performance-constrained static energy reduction
using way-sharing target banks. This technique improves the performance of the target banks by
dynamically managing their associativity. The cost of the request is optimised by adding distance
as another metric and thus reducing the performance degradation. Experiments show that static
energy can be reduced by 43% and Energy-Delay Product (EDP) by 23% for a 4-MB LLC with a 3%
performance constraint. The underutilised banks are powered off, and the requests re-mapped to
target banks.
Wang et al. [26] propose a technique called system-wide leakage-aware energy minimisation
using Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) and cache reconfiguration in multi-tasking systems. DVS is
integrated with Dynamic Cache Reconfiguration (DCR) techniques. The DVS and DCR make decisions
judiciously so that the total amount of energy consumed is minimised. Using only the DVS or DCR
in isolation leads to the wrong conclusions in the overall energy savings. This proposed technique is
47.6% more efficient than the leakage-aware DVS techniques and 23.5% than the leakage-oblivious
DVS and DCR techniques.
Sampaio et al. [37] proposed a technique called the approximation-aware multi-level cells STT-RAM
cache architecture. The aim of the technique is to achieve energy-efficient reliability optimisation
in STT-RAM-based caches through what they called selective approximations of the storage data.
The selective data approximation simplifies the error-protection hardware depending on the resilience
levels and user-provided error tolerance of the applications. The technique aims at maximising the
quality of the applications while minimising the energy consumption.
Kong et al. [38] proposed an energy-efficient PV-aware 3D LLC architecture. The technique
exploits the narrow width values to save many faulty cache lines under severe process variation,
which results in significant yield improvement in a highly energy-efficient manner with only a small
performance loss and area overhead. The zeros are stored in the cache arrays with the faulty cache
portions. A significant amount of leakage power is saved, which also contributes to the leakage-induced
yield loss reduction.
Arima et al. [20] proposed a technique called immediate sleep for reducing energy impact
of peripheral circuits in STT-MRAM caches. This technique aims to save the leakage power of
peripheral circuits. Immediate sleep is also a power technique used for turning off a subarray of
STT-MRAM caches immediately if the next access is not crucial or will not impede the performance
levels. The technique uses power gating to STT-MRAM caches at the granularity of the subarray at
runtime. The subarrays contain local decoders and write drivers. With every cache access, all of the
decoders and write drivers are activated. Non-critical events are considered to be the write access
and accesses, which arrive after a long interval. A next-access predictor algorithm is used to predict
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accesses for each subarray at runtime, and this prediction is made possible because there is a small
number of subarrays in STT-MRAM LLCs. Shutting down these non-critical events subarrays can save
a relatively large leakage energy without affecting performance. The immediate sleep technique has
proven to save leakage power by 32% of an STT-MRAM LLC compared to the conventional scheme
with STT-MRAM LLC.
Moreover, a summary of offline and online profiling techniques approaches has been presented.
However, both of these techniques have their advantages and disadvantages. Online profiling is
considered to supply better performance; however, techniques such as thread-swapping affects
the performance, scalability and load balance of the system [39]. Offline profiling techniques,
on the other hand, suffer to make an impact in running applications because of the complex and
complicated program combinations [29]. In addition to this, since the dynamic workload of a system
can change, the characteristics obtained from executing workloads can change during run-time.
Furthermore, the techniques presented target different architectural levels. For example, the following
techniques [12,20–24,26–28,32–35,37,40] target multi-core systems. Particularly, these target [20,27,32]
CMPs. These techniques [30,31,38] are aimed at microprocessors.
4. On the Dynamic Power Saving Approaches in Cache Design
4.1. Concepts
Dynamic power techniques are normally applied in the FLCs because the majority of dynamic
power materialises there. In the FLCs, the data and instructions are separate concerns unlike in the
LLCs where they are unified. The techniques proposed for saving the dynamic power dissipation
are not the same and are grouped below into how they seek to improve the consumption of dynamic
power. Some techniques save dynamic power by employing a bloom filter, as shown in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8. First Level Cache (FLC).

The tag-bloom techniques use tags to directly map addresses in L1 and L2 caches [3,41,42].
The bloom filter algorithm is then used to predict the cache misses and divert the search to the
main memory rather than to waste time and energy in searching the cache. Some techniques use
the pre-fetching technique and cache locking to save dynamic power. The pre-fetching and locking
techniques save power by reducing the penalty cost of cache misses. Some techniques aim to reduce
the number of active ways accessed in each cache access to the number of ways halted in the case of
a miss prediction using software or hardware. Other techniques reconfigure cache using computer
software [43], while some techniques predict the program behaviour [3,41,42,44–46]. Some techniques
deal with instructions in the cache [3,15,16,41,47–52]. Some techniques seek to leverage unused cache
block words in order to reduce dynamic power consumption [18,36,53]. These techniques flush out the
unused words from the cache and keep the cache current. Some techniques introduce a new level of
cache called L0. L0 is placed between the processor and the L1 cache in order to improve the speed at
which it can be accessed [44,54]. Some techniques use a near caching concept (Figure 9). The SRAM
is placed closer to the memory rather than closer to the processor. This allows quick access of larger
blocks from memory.
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Figure 9. New caching.

4.2. Techniques
Lee et al. [45] proposed a technique called filter data cache, which is an energy-efficient small
L0 data cache architecture driven by the miss-cost-reduction. The filter data cache is placed between
the processor and the L1 cache. The filter data cache is small to improve the speed at which it can
be accessed and thereby reducing the dynamic power consumption. The filter data cache consists
of the Early Cache Hit Predictor (ECHP), a Locality-based Allocation (LA) and a No Tag-Matching
Write (NTW). The ECHP predicts if there will be a miss or a hit in the filter cache. If the prediction is a
miss, then the filter cache is by-passed and the L1 cache is accessed. The LA decides of whether to
allocate data on the filter cache or not. The NTW reduces the power consumption of write-backs by
recording all the cache lines in the cache filter which requested from the L1 cache. The recorded cache
lines are used in future in accessing L1 cache without requiring the tag matchings. The results of the
simulations show that the technique can detect 92.2% of misses, which are by-passed to the L1 cache.
The filter data cache can reduce data allocations by 58% on average, and only 5% of the number of hits
decreases. Twenty one percent of energy consumption is reduced using the filter cache.
Divya et al. [3] proposed a cache architecture called partial way-tagged cache. This cache is used
to reduce the energy consumption of write-through cache systems with minimal area overhead and
less performance degradation. A way-tag is attached in the L2 cache and the same information sent
and stored in the L1 cache when the data are loaded in the L1. During future accesses, any write hit
in L1 cache is directly mapped to the L2 cache significantly. This direct-mapping reduces the power
consumption in L2 caches. An enhanced bloom filter is also used to store partial values of tags and
make cache miss predictions so as to avoid redundant L2 cache accesses and in the process reducing
power consumption. Xian at al. [36] used a technique called the Solid State Drive (SSD)-based cache
architecture for primary storage in the virtualisation environment. The technique reduces the duplicate
data blocks in the cache device resulting in expansion of the cache space. The experimental results
show that the technique can greatly improve the l/O performance and prolong the SSD device lifetime.
The cache hit ratio can be increased by five times, and average l/O latency can be reduced by 63%,
while the SSD write can be eliminated by 81%.
Datta et al. [55] presented a technique called CPU scheduling for power/energy management on
multi-core processors using cache miss and context switch data. Two algorithms were used, namely
cache miss priority CPU scheduler and context switch priority CPU scheduler. These algorithms lower
the global budget in multi-core processor systems while improving the performance energy metrics.
The algorithms use the hardware partitions containing CPU sets operating at the same frequency.
The results of the simulations show that the algorithms created power savings of 38 W and at the same
time generating 15.34% performance gain. The algorithms also reduce the power consumption by
taking advantage of the much unnoticed dynamic performance data.
Kim et al. [56] proposed a technique that leverages unused cache block words to reduce power in
CMP interconnect. The technique aims to find the useful words in cache lines and flush out the unused
words. Unused words are leveraged by implementing a word predictor. The word predictor records
the used words in the cache block when the cache block is about to be evicted. Miss prediction rates
are lowered by using two of the recent history bit vectors. All of the untouched words are considered
unused. The findings show that the use of the words predictor has accuracy of 76.69%, and dynamic
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power reduction of 26.62% is achievable. The use of the combination of both flit-drop and word-repeat
has a potential of a 41.75% reduction in dynamic power.
Grani et al. [57] presented a technique, which achieves large throughput for a flat-topology
architecture. The study was based on simulations comparing execution time and energy consumption
of optical multi-socket boards. The results show that optical solutions perform better than the electronic
baseline with 70% EDP being saved exploiting the Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS)
techniques. With an architecture design with no intra-socket electronic hops, it was proven that an
additional 15% in performance was possible. The use of voltage, frequency scaling optimisation and the
source-synchronous transmission model obtained up to a three-times reduction in energy consumption.
Mohammandi et al. [49] introduced a dynamic branch prediction technique. This combines both
the static and dynamic prediction schemes to allow low energy and highly accurate branch prediction.
Instruction binaries are annotated with prediction hints that compile time enabling the processor to
choose between two schemes. The hints determine whether an instruction is a branch or non-branch
type. If it is a branch type, the hints determine if it is statically not predictable, statically taken or
dynamically predictable. The use of On-Demand Dynamic Branch Prediction (ODBP) minimises
branch miss predictions, thereby increasing performance and energy efficiency. Yuan et al. [16]
proposes an instruction locking using the Temporal Re-use Profile (TRP) to improve the Worst Case
Execution Time (WCET) in real-time embedded applications. TRP is used to compute the cost and
benefit of cache locking. TRP has the advantage of being more compact compared to the memory trace,
thereby enabling efficient cache locking algorithms to eliminate cache conflict misses through cache
locking. The result of TRP is then used to lock a memory block that will minimise the number of cache
misses and reduce the dynamic energy lost.
Faramahini et al. [58] presented a technique, which improves the cache power consumption.
The SRAM is placed closer to memory rather than closer to the processor. A small chip cache is integrated
within the boundaries of a power aware multi-aware multi-banked memory. This organisation is called
Power-Aware CDRAM (PACDRAM). The PACDRAM improves performance and drastically reduces
cache accesses in the main memory. Cache energy is reduced because of the small caches that are
distributed to the memory chip reduce the cache access energy compared to large and undistributed
caches. Near-memory caches allow the access of relatively large blocks from memory, which is not
affordable with near processor caches. Memory energy consumption is further reduced by having the
DRAM banks turned off during long idle periods.
Mian Lou et al. [45] proposed a novel technique with the neglectable auxiliary overhead to reduce
the power occurred in L1 cache comparison during the backward invalidation. This technique is
an energy-efficient two-level cache architecture for chip multiprocessors. A banked bloom filter is
exploited for the realisation and organisation of the cache. The linear feedback shift register counter is
also exploited to replace the traditional predictors. The results of the simulations show that the proposed
architecture can reduce the cache power by 49.7% at the cost of the acceptable performance overhead.
Anneesh et al. [42] introduced a technique that uses a tag bloom architecture to reduce the power
consumption. The tag-bloom cache improves the performance of write through cache systems along
with the reduction in power consumption and minimal area overhead. The tag-bloom technique
uses tags to directly map the address in the L1 and L2 caches such that when the data are deleted
in the L1 cache, the processor only needs to check the L2 cache because the same data will also be
stored in the L1 cache. Because of the direct mapping, a write hit in L1 cache directly maps to the
corresponding data in L2 cache using the way tag information, hence reducing significant power
consumption. The technique also uses a bloom filter algorithm to predict the cache misses and divert
the misses to the main memory.
Subha et al. [43] proposed a technique called ‘A Reconfigurable Cache Architecture’. This architecture
enables occupied ways of selected sets to be enabled on occupancy. The architecture introduces
a sequential component to cache design for cache ways. The results of the experiment show that
on average, 6.7% of power is saved for L1 cache of 2048 sets and 4.7% of L1 cache of 4096 with associativity
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of [18,23,59]. Aahn et al. [44] discusses a technique called ‘Prediction Hybrid Cache’, which is an
energy-efficient STT-RAM cache architecture. A mechanism called the write intensity predictor is
proposed, which is used to predict the write intensity of every cache block dynamically. The predictor
relies on the correlation between the write intensity of blocks and addresses of load instructions,
which result in misses of the blocks. The predictor therefore keeps track of instruction likely to load
write-intensive blocks and utilises the information to predict the write intensity of blocks likely to be
accessed in the future. The experiments conducted show that a 28% energy reduction in hybrid caches
is possible and a 4% energy reduction in the main memory.
Cilku et al. [47] discuss an instruction cache architecture that uses pre-fetching and cache locking
to reduce cache miss rates. The proposed architecture combines pre-fetching and cache locking to
reduce both the miss rates and the penalty of cache misses. The pre-fetching algorithm can pre-fetch
sequential and non-sequential streams of instructions with accuracy, avoiding cache pollution or
useless memory traffic. The cache locking mechanism is a dynamic one and can decrease the cache
miss rate of the system by only locking the appropriate memory blocks. Both techniques work together,
complimenting each other with the pre-fetching exploiting the spatial locality while the cache locking
makes use of temporal locality.
Mallya et al. [46] proposed a way halted prediction cache as an energy-efficient cache architecture
for embedded processors. The technique aims to reduce the number of active ways to one in case
the prediction is a hit and active ways to the number of ways halted in case of a miss prediction.
The technique only seeks to activate the matched ways, thereby achieving dynamic energy savings over
the conventional set-associative cache architecture. Samavatian et al. [60] proposed an architecture for
GPUs called the ‘Efficient STT-RAM Last Level Cache’. The STT-RAM L2 cache architecture proposed
can improve Instructions Per Cycle (IPC) by more than 100% while reducing the average consumed
power by 20%.
Lee et al. [61] proposed a technique that partitions hybrid caches in multi-core architectures to
reduce power consumption. Utility-based partitioning is used to determine the sizes of the partitions
for every core so that the number of misses is minimised. The replacement policy is re-designed in
order to incorporate the technique into hybrid caches. When a store operation of a cache causes a miss
in the shared cache, the corresponding new block is placed in the SRAM. Simulation results show
that the technique improves the performance by reducing energy consumption by 3.6% on quad-core
systems and energy consumption reduction of 11% on hybrid caches.
Dai et al. [62] proposed a technique called ‘Way-tagged Cache’, which is an energy-efficient L2
cache architecture using way-tag information under a write-through policy. The technique improves
the energy efficiency of write-through cache systems with minimal area overhead and performance
degradation. The data in L2 cache are directly mapped to data in L1 cache by way of tags. During
the subsequent accesses, for which there is a right hit in the L1 cache, L2 cache can also be accessed in
an equivalent direct-mapping. This process accounts for most L2 cache accesses in most applications
thereby reducing dynamic energy consumption in L2 caches.
4.3. Dynamic and Leakage Power Saving Techniques
As already discussed, power consumption is a summation of leakage and dynamic power.
Therefore, to have a significant reduction in the amount of power consumed in the cache architecture,
leakage and dynamic power consumption techniques may be required. In Section 3, we discussed the
leakage power consumption and introduced techniques that can be applied. Similarly, in Section 4,
we presented techniques that target the dynamic power consumption. However, there are also a few
techniques that target both the leakage and dynamic power consumption. This section of the paper
presents these techniques.
Lee et al. [63] proposed a technique called green cache for exploiting the disciplined memory
model of open CL on GPUs. Open CL is used because it allows applications to run on GPUs. Dynamic
power is saved by a technique called region-aware caching. Cache behaviours of each region are
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monitored either by compiler static analysis or by dynamic hardware training. Open CL specifies
region information and passes it to the GPUs. The caching is directed only to regions with higher cache
hit rates. Leakage power is saved by a technique called region-aware cache resizing. The size of the
cache is provided by the open CL libraries. The size of the required cache for a particular programme
is calculated, and if its smaller than the total size of the cache, then the remainder is turned off to save
the leakage energy. The simulation results show that with green cache, dynamic energy of 56% can
be saved in L1 cache and 39% in L2 cache. Leakage power of 5% can be saved in L2 cache with no
material performance degradation, and off-chip access increases.
Alejandro et al. [64] proposed a technique called the design of hybrid second level caches, which
is the hybridisation of SRAM and DRAM to minimise performance losses, energy consumption over
the SRAM area and to maximise performance over the DRAM area. SRAM is the fastest existing
memory, but it has drawbacks of having low density and high leakage proportional to the number of
transistors. DRAM on the other hand is slow and has high density. The results of the experiments show
that the hybrid cache improves performance by 5.9% on average, and the total energy consumption is
reduced by 32%.
Valero et al. [1] designed a hybrid cache architecture with data encoding using low cost peripheral
circuitry to improve the energy, latency and endurance of cache simultaneously. The technique splits
the input data between the STT-RAM and SRAM caches according to the proportion of ones in input
data. The data with zeros are stored on SRAM caches. Zeros on STT-RAM improve the performance
and energy efficiency of the cache because a zero on the STT-RAM cell consumes 3.5× to 6.5× less
energy than writing ones. The ones are written on the symmetric ST-SRAM cell, which consumes very
low power in writing ones. This technique achieves 42% and 53% energy efficiency and 9.3% and 9.1%
performance improvement.
5. Reducing Power Consumption in the NoC Interconnect
The interconnect plays a dominant role in multi-core technology, and therefore, high emphasis
needs to be placed on how resources are connected, as well as the amount of power it consumes. Very
soon, the evolution of future technology will make it possible for more than 100 cores to be available
on a single die, thus enlarging the throughput of an application under very low latency. With this
emerging factor, buses will soon be discarded as they will not be able to comprehend the demands of
establishing multiple connections at the same time, providing a high number of integration or even
maintaining the same performance as a six-core system. The emerging NoC is fast, replacing buses
as the integral backbone of multi-core processors, since it can overcome all of these challenges [65].
Unfortunately, NoC consumes much power and therefore increases the power consumption of an
already consuming system consisting of multiple cores and caches. Existing works have already
confirmed that NoC is responsible for consuming 40% of chip power [66,67]. This without a doubt
makes NoC as much of a culprit as the processing elements and caches. In as much as the cache
consumes much power, the NoC interconnect plays a dominant role in extending it. Therefore, power
efficiency is one of NoC’s requirements to overcome its halted progress. Moreover, since the routers in
NoC are discerned as the most consuming elements in the NoC interconnect, we introduce techniques
that can be applied to ameliorate the power consumption.
5.1. Router Architecture
The routers in NoC-based CMPs are the prime components responsible for interchanging data
between nodes. Unfortunately, routers consume a significant amount of power. Particularly, when
they are idle. As the network size increases, so does the amount of power dissipated by inactive
routers. A traditional single-stage router architecture is comprised of an arbiter, buffer, crossbar,
virtual channels, input and output ports as depicted in Figure 1c. Of all of these components, buffers
and crossbars are the most important and the most consuming mechanisms; hence why efficient
techniques are required to optimize them. Buffers in routers are installed at the input and output ports
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to temporally house packets, which cannot be forwarded immediately. Moreover, buffers are used
for dynamic power management and equivalent to having cache and Translation Look-aside Buffer
(TLB). Both are used for storing data. However, buffers in routers are used to store packets temporally
while caches, on the other hand, are used to store frequent data shared between the processor and
main memory; which can be re-used continuously. Similarly, TLBs are used to store data that can be
accessed faster.
Subsequently, in buffers, virtual channels are embedded to divide a port into several virtual layers
for simultaneous use. This process amplifies high throughout, high bandwidth and low latency at
the cost of 33% of dynamic power loss in routers [68]. Particularly, the input buffers are considered
to consume 45% of router power and occupy 15% of the area [69]. Therefore, balance is demanded
in emerging buffered routers because aggressive implementation of buffer size inflates the power
consumption, as well as the area overhead; on the other hand, diffident use of it will result in a
poverty-stricken performance. Crossbars on the other hand are employed in routers to interconnect
a set of input and output ports in a matrix form. Figure 1c depicts a typical n × n crossbar switch
in a single-stage router architecture. Therefore, the size of the crossbar is relative to the number
of processing elements employed in the CMPs. This exascale of the semiconductor during this
deep-nanometre era has resulted in the multiplication of processing elements, thus expanding the
size of the crossbar. The result of this is scalability issues, large area overhead and high power
consumption [70]. As a matter of fact, Intel’s TeraFLOPS Processor [71] and MIT RAW [72] crossbars
constitute a combined 40% of router power. For this reason, existing works have introduced novel
techniques to improve power efficiency, the crossbar size, arbiter and buffer designs. For example,
Palma et al. [73] presented a technique called T-bus-invert technology to effectively minimise the
Hamming transition activity to improve the power consumption. In comparison to other schemes,
the T-bus-invert saves more power regardless of the traffic patterns.
Over the years, several distinct design methodologies for routers have been proposed to not
only enrich the performance of NoC-based CMPs, but to also ameliorate the power consumption.
In this paper, we introduce several techniques that focus on power saving techniques at the buffer and
crossbar level.
5.2. Alternative Buffer Solutions
Since buffers are major consumers of power in NoC, the bufferless router concept seeks to replace
all buffers apart from the pipeline registers with flow control deflection algorithms to transmit packets
instantly [74–76]. However, this concept has failed to overshadow the implementation of buffers for
several reasons. Firstly, bufferless routers suffer extensively from performance degradation when
the network reaches its saturation point. When the network reaches its saturation point, contention
increases in the network resulting in penurious supplements of network requirements (low bandwidth,
high latency and power consumption). Secondly, because bufferless routers are designed with one
ejection port, multiple flits compete to eject at the same node when they arrive at the same time. In such
cases, one flit concedes the output port to other, while the defeated flit is deflected off course, thus
resulting in a livelock; livelock causes a surge in power consumption, bandwidth issues and high
latency. For this purpose, the ejections ports in the routers proposed [74] have been optimized in a
way that they can be increased from one to four. Unfortunately, in large networks, it is likely that
more than four flits will arrive, and without the presence of buffers to house them temporally, a large
number of flits will be deflected, of course, thus, increasing the power consumption. In addition to
this, increasing the number of ejection ports increases the size of the crossbar, which in effect increases
the NoC’s power. Similarly, to reduce deflection, Xiang et al. [77] proposed Deflection containment
(Dec). In the proposed architecture, virtual routers been have developed in the physical router to
form sub-networks. The introduction of an additional link allows all of the virtual routers to be joined
together. This link allows packets that have been denied access in the current network to be transmitted
to neighbouring sub-networks to contest for an ejection port.
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5.2.1. Input Buffer Alternatives
Instead of the removing all of the buffers in the NoC, the following proposed techniques displace
all of the buffers in the router and utilize them in other areas of the NoC to house packets. For example,
Kodi et al. [78] proposed iDeal. In this architecture, dual function links are employed. The proposed
architecture uses dynamic router buffer allocation instead of static buffer allocation to assign incoming
flits to buffers that are not active. By using iDeal, the size of the buffer can be decreased while exiting
repeaters are employed to function as buffers during network congestion. Similarly, DiTomaso et al. [68]
proposed an architecture that improves power consumption using power-efficient Multi-Function
Channel buffers (MFC) and enhances the performance through reversible links. The use of MFC enables
the channel buffers to be utilized instead of the routers in the buffers. The work in [79] deals with power
consumption by replacing the conventional SRAM with eDRAM. Significantly, buffer area was reduced
by 52% and power by 43%.
5.2.2. Pipeline Stages
Since exiting design methodologies do not consider path availability and network congestion,
the pipeline stages of routers keep increasing. Therefore, for an effective architecture, the following
factors must be taken into consideration when proposing an optimized algorithm: path availability,
buffer utilisation and network congestion. The following authors propose effective techniques for
bypassing the buffering stage in one stage. Postman et al. [80] proposes a Low-Power Network-on-Chip
Implementing the Token Flow Control Router Architecture With Swing-Reduced Interconnects (SWIFT)
NoC, while Shenbagavelli [81] introduces virtual switching. The SWIFT NoC allows flits to pass
through the buffering stage in a lesser number of cycles (one); ignoring the use of read/write power.
Virtual channel switching on the other hand incorporates the benefits of circuit switching and packet
switching to enable flits to bypass the buffering stage in one cycle.
5.2.3. Virtual Channel Low-Power Techniques
Excessive use of virtual channels guarantees the peak amount of throughput with an improved
gain of low latency, while trading-off power for performance; a decision sometimes predefined by the
designer or a dynamic algorithm depending on the workload. The latter is considered as a preferred
option since the workload of application varies depending on the network congestion [82,83]. Inside
the router architecture, input and output arbiters are employed to decide which input port gains access
to their corresponding output port. The input arbiter decides which Virtual Channel (VC) should
be granted access to use the crossbar. The header flit in the granted VC is then decoded by a header
decoder to establish its requested output port. Since multiple ports can vie for the same output port,
the output arbiter is employed to decide which input port can gain access to the output port. This
optimized approach increases the arbitration complexity, as well as the power consumption. During
the input port allocation, input VCs, header decoder and switch crossbars are the elements that are
functioning while the output VCs remain idle. In reverse, during the output port allocation, all other
elements are left idle while the output ports are utilized. The router dissipates much power during
any of these two operations because of idle elements [84].
For this purpose, Muhammad et al. [84], Zhan et al. [85] and Nasirian et al. [86] all propose
techniques that enable parts of the buffers, particular the virtual channels, to be switched-off to save
power. The techniques proposed by Muhammad and Zhan allow the virtual channels to be divided
into three groups, thus allowing a group to be activated/de-activated depending on the network
workload. Nasirian et al., on the other hand, utilize a power-gating control unit to switch-off buffers
from idle buffers after certain cycles of inactivity. Similarly, Phan et al. [87] deal with low power by
employing a voltage-frequency controller to regulate the necessary voltage/frequency level required
by the routers depending on the workload.
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5.3. Low-Power Design Techniques for Crossbars
Low power consumption is the goal of many designers. Over the years, we have seen many ideas
being put forward to lower the power of modern technology. This section of the paper introduces
techniques that can applied to the crossbar to reduce power consumption.
5.3.1. Reduction of the Crossbar Size
The introduction of multi-core and many-core systems increases the crossbar size, thus increasing
the power consumption [88,89]. To solve this problem, smaller crossbar sizes, such as the Clos and
Benes, have emerged as an alternative solution [90–93].
Naik et al. [94] proposed an architecture comprised of hybrid circuit switched routers (buffered
and bufferless router) with a three-stage Clos network. Experimental results show a huge reduction
in power consumption and area. Similarly, Kim et al. introduced a two-crossbar router architecture
in [95]. The proposed architecture has been constructed with smaller crossbars to reduce the size
of the Virtual channel Allocator (VA), Switch Arbiter units (SA) and shorter logic depth. Likewise,
Park et al. introduced an optimized crossbar [96], which has been downsized into two small crossbars.
The integration of decomposition and segmentation in this architecture reduces the power consumption
by 35%. Unfortunately, the drawback of using smaller size crossbars is that, in large-scale networks,
there will be an increase in average latency, thus resulting in performance degradation. Therefore,
such techniques trade-off performance for power efficiency.
5.3.2. Low-Power Switching Algorithm Techniques
FallahRad et al. [97] proposed Cirket. CirKet is an effective technique that incorporates the
advantages of both packet switched and circuit switched routers. In the proposed architecture, messages
are divided into two separate groups: high priority and low priority. With Cirket, the messages of high
priority are transmitted using circuit switching while the lower priority messages are transmitted using
packet switching. In addition to this, the use of CirKet allows power rails to be disconnected while
power gating is utilized to disable idle parts of the router during transmission.
6. Conclusions
Various contributions have been made to tackle the problem caused by inefficient consumption of
power in cache and router architectures. However, due to the ever-growing transistor density with
technology, novel power-saving techniques are required for these components. In this paper, a survey
of recent architectural techniques for improving cache and router power consumption is presented;
particularly, the power-saving techniques for dynamic and leakage power consumption of the caches.
NoC router techniques at the buffer and crossbar level have also been presented with a view toward
looking at other ways of saving power; whether it being the removal of buffers, displacement of buffers
and utilizing them in the links or using two small crossbars instead of a large crossbar. Consequently,
the combination of some of the architectures presented, if employed, can help improve the amount
of power consumed by NoC-based CMPs’ resources, which can either be removed or switched off.
This work serves as a quick reference guide for the power-saving techniques, recent commercial chips,
caches and NoC router architectures.
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